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improving traffic safety and mobility is  
a priority for westlake families. 
last year, there were 338 traffic collisions in Westlake, an 
increase of 5% from the previous year. nine of the collisions 
were fatal with the greatest number of traffic collisions 
occurring on the streets of Alvarado, 6th, 3rd, and temple. 
committed to improving safety conditions, the Westlake traffic 
safety plan and program is a community-led project that 
seeks to change driver, pedestrian and bicyclist 
behavior, make streets safer and friendlier, 
and reduce the number of traffic-related 
collisions.

led by central city neighborhood 
partners (ccnp) in partnership 
with the los Angeles department 
of transportation (lAdot) and 
with participation and support 
of councilmember ed p. reyes 
from the first council district, 
ccnp and our coalition of 
community-based organizations 
and consultants, guided the 
community’s predominately low-income 
spanish-speaking community in creating 
a culturally-sensitive traffic safety plan and 
program for Westlake. 

the plan builds on the lAdot Watch the road program, a 
public education and awareness campaign by incorporating 
strategies that specifically targets the latino population. 
the strategies developed guided the creation of this plan 
that identifies safe and efficient traffic safety measures, 
recommendations for traffic safety enhancement projects, and 
promotes 10 good behaviors for roadway safety through a 
media campaign and sponsorship program:

1.	 Follow	the	Speed	Limit
2.	 Drive	Defensively
3.	 Drive	Attentively	(No	Texting)
4.	 Respect	Red	Lights
5.	 Never	Drive	Drunk
6.	 Yield	to	Pedestrians
7.	 Look	Before	Walking
8.	 Walk	Inside	Crosswalks
9.	 Bicycle	with	Traffic
10.	 Buck	Your	Seat	Belt	–	Every	Trip,	Every	Time

the development of this plan involved three major elements: 
1) research and analysis, 2) public outreach and education, 
and 3) project analysis and evaluation.

research and Analysis
to gain a clear understanding of the causes and effects of 
the traffic safety issues in the Westlake community, the project 
team guided 12 promotoras in a participatory research and 

analysis process. this process included gathering 
facts and figures on traffic collision data as well 

as reviewing material already produced 
from traffic safety programs such as 

lAdot’s Watch the road program. 
utilizing this baseline research, the 
promotoras supplemented the data 
by gathering the community’s 
perspective on traffic safety and 
mobility issues through walk and 
bike audits, field observations, 
and individual and group surveys. 
following this research, the 

promotoras worked with the project 
team to analyze the information 

and develop the community 
participation methodology for sharing 

and disseminating the information to the 
community in efforts to identify solutions and 

create system changes in roadway safety. 

Public outreach and education
to engage Westlake’s predominately spanish-speaking 
immigrant community in the participatory planning of the 
Westlake traffic safety plan and program, the promotoras 
conducted culturally and linguistically-relevant public outreach 
and education. using the latin American promotora model 
that reaches underserved communities through peer education, 
ccnp trained 12 promotoras concerned with traffic safety 
issues in their neighborhoods to become promoters for 
roadway safety. the promotoras conducted targeted outreach 
and used their unique ability of engaging community residents 
who share the same cultural and language barriers as the 
promotoras to educate and spread traffic safety information 
and advocacy into their community. outreach and education 
efforts included: 

The �Westlake �Traffic �

Safety �Plan �and �Program 

is a community-led project that 

seeks to change driver, pedestrian 

and bicyclist behavior, make streets 

safer and friendlier, and reduce the  

number of traffic-related  

collisions.
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e X e c u t i v e  s u m m A r y•  Focused discussions – engaging and distributing 17,500 
flyers to community members, introducing them to the project 
and inviting them to be part of the participatory planning. 
focused discussions were held one-on-one and in group 
settings at community-based organizations, schools and 
community events;

•  community meetings – convening a total of 37 
community meetings where residents and other stakeholders 
from the community could learn more about the project 
and participate in interactive exercises to help identify 
neighborhood safety concerns, refine ideas and generate 
new solutions; 

•  Participatory Planning workshops – engaging the 
community in a series of workshops that involved mapping 
exercises, walk and bike audits, and design opportunities to 
improve traffic safety and mobility;

•  Focus groups – conducting focus groups with over 390 
residents to refine campaign message and strategy;

•  educational workshops – conducting educational 
workshops for 8,722 individuals; 

•  campaign support – galvanizing 675 community 
members to promote and pledge to adopt the 10 good 
behaviors for road safety; and 

•  media – expanding outreach through billboard, radio and 
television media outlets

through this active community engagement process, 
the community identified traffic safety challenges and 
recommended tangible solutions for the traffic safety plan, 
which included:

•  identifying streets and intersections in 
need of safe and efficient traffic safety 
measures;

•  identifying streets and 
intersections in need of 
infrastructure improvements;

•  identifying priority locations for implementing safe routes to 
school measures;

•  identifying high-risk corridors in need of traffic safety 
programs; and

•  developing culturally-relevant traffic safety messages to 
increase awareness and improve roadway behavior

Analysis and evaluation
in order to measure the effectiveness of the traffic safety 
campaign, ccnp had community members observe a variety 
of intersections prior to and after the campaign. the community 
members observed different actions at selected intersections 
to develop an understanding of traffic safety behaviors found 
within the study area. the community members used the 
methodology developed by lAdot as a part of the Watch 
the road campaign. the types of behavior analyzed by the 
community members included complete stop studies, vehicle 
right turn on red studies, pedestrian traffic safety behavior, and 
vehicles yielding to pedestrian. 

the observations were made both prior to and after the 
traffic safety campaign. intersections were categorized based 
upon observed behavior of drivers and pedestrians. The �
observations �took �place �at �the �following �locations �
identified �on �the �map �below.
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the westlake traffic safety  
Plan and Program is a 
community-driven initiative 
that was developed in 2008 
by CCNP in partnership 
with LADOT. The 
purpose of the project 
was to address the 
community’s growing 
concern of pedestrian 
safety, traffic volumes, 
speed and traffic-
related crashes in their 
neighborhood; change 
the attitude and behavior 
of the community through 
positive traffic safety messages; 
and improve mobility by making 
streets safer and friendlier. 

the project grows out of the success of ccnp’s community 
transportation plan. in 2004 with funding from caltrans, 
ccnp initiated the first community-driven transportation plan 
of its kind for Westlake. from 2004-2006 ccnp, the city 
of los Angeles and our project partners created a “learning 
community” of more than 35 low-income residents who 
assessed the 400 bus stops in the neighborhood; conducted 

997 bus ridership surveys; polled 512 residents; and 
participated in 12 community meetings. this 

participatory planning process resulted in 
proposals for 33 specific transportation 

infrastructure improvement projects that 
directly addressed the most urgent needs 

of the neighborhoods low-income transit 
dependent residents. the project also built 

a community of conscious, skilled resident 
planners ready to follow through on the 

implementation of their plan and the creation of 
future plans. in 2008, the American planning 

Association (ApA) awarded ccnp the 2008 
national planning excellence Award for a 
grassroots initiative for the project, stating 
“CCNP’s �successful �approach �is �a �stellar �
example �of �grassroots �advocacy �and �
community �building.” the concrete success 
and national recognition achieved by ccnp’s 
first transportation planning project inspired 
ccnp and community leaders to think broader. 

improving bus stops is essential, but what about making the 
walk from home to the stop or from the stop to school safer. 
And could it be possible to stop planning our neighborhood 
around cars and individual vehicle traffic, when over 40% of 
our neighbors rely on walking, biking and public transit as 
their primary mode of transportation? 

our new found capacity and these pressing questions led 
us to apply for a caltrans environmental Justice planning 
grant to develop a traffic safety plan and program for the 
Westlake neighborhood of los Angeles. this plan is one 
of the recommended programs from the ccnp community 
transportation plan that community members wanted to see 
implemented. 
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Project Area
the Westlake community is located just west of downtown 
los Angeles, bordered by the 110 freeway to the east, the 
10 freeway to the south, the 101 freeway to the north and 
vermont to the west. this area is comprised of self-identified 
neighborhoods that share borders and contain approximately 
106,714 residents of which 67% are foreign born. the 
neighborhoods include: Westlake, pico-union, belmont, 
macArthur park, rampart, temple-beaudry, and historic 
filipinotown. 

A look at demographics in westlake1

PoPulAt ion
Westlake is approximately 3.17 square miles and has a 
population of 106,714 residents.

Poverty
poverty is determined based on federal poverty rate.

i n t r o d u c t i o n            c o m m u n i t y  P r o F i l e
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rAce
population by race in the Westlake area.

 

educAt ionAl AttAinment
education attainment in Westlake
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traffic safety has been an on-going 
concern for westlake families. In 
repeated surveys and community 
meetings, we have heard heart wrenching 
stories of community members losing 
family and friends to traffic 
collisions. Many of these 
stories involved victims 
walking in marked 
crosswalks. To better 
help the community 
develop solutions to 
improve traffic safety 
and mobility in their 
neighborhood, CCNP 
worked with LADOT, Los 
Angeles Police Department 
(LAPD) Central Traffic Division and 
other city departments to collect current 
traffic collision data as well as material 
already produced from traffic safety 
programs to assist community members 
in developing a traffic safety plan and 
program for their neighborhood. 

traffic collision
last year there were 338 traffic collisions in Westlake, a 5% 
increase from the previous year.2 in the past two years, the top 
five streets where traffic collisions occurred were on temple, 
3rd, 6th, Alvarado and sunset, with the most pedestrian and 
bicycle accidents concentrated near macArthur park.3 the two 

intersections with the most pedestrian and vehicular 
collisions were at 7th and Alvarado and 8th 

and Alvarado, while the intersection with 
the most bicycle collisions were at 6th 

and Alvarado, as illustrated to the 
right. on 7th street alone there 
have been 376 car accidents 
in the past five years. 49 have 
involved pedestrians and 27 have 
involved bicyclist. the primary 
collision factors include: unsafe 
speed, unsafe start or backing, left 

turn violation, red light violation, 
and straddling or changing lanes 

when unsafe.4 further, of these traffic 
collisions, 13 resulted in fatalities, four 

in 2009 and nine in 2010.5 65% of the 
fatalities involved pedestrians, as per the lApd 

central bureau fatal report. 

According to community stakeholder interviews, some of the 
factors contributing to the traffic collisions are high population 
density combined with Westlake’s location as a major 
automobile and transit corridor that connects downtown los 
Angeles to the Westside; the lack of infrastructure to support 
the number of pedestrians and bicyclist; the number of foreign 
born residents driving without a driver’s license; lack of traffic 
law knowledge among foreign born residents; and language 
barriers.

10
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Pedestrian & Bicycle collisions
pedestrian and bicycle accidents are not distributed equally 
with the level of use, but rather concentrated at particular 
locations, providing excellent direction for targeting the 
implementation of safety measures. Source: LADOT 2004-2009
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trAFF ic  sAFety ProgrAms
to assist the community in developing a traffic safety program 
that would address the safety issues identified in their research, 
the project team researched recent traffic safety campaigns and 
measures implemented by the city of los Angeles that focused 
on reducing the number of traffic collisions and fatalities in 
the los Angeles region. this included programs that involved 
education, enforcement and design improvements. 
two examples are the hispanic outreach: el 
protector Azul and the Watch the road 
program.

Hispanic outreach:  
el Protector Azul  
(Blue Protector)
in 1995, the lApd initiated the 
hispanic outreach: el protector 
Azul program to help reduce the 
incidence of crash-related injuries 
and fatalities involving the hispanic 
population. the objectives of the 
program included the following:

•  provide traffic safety education targeted to 
spanish-speaking drivers;

•  reduce the number of dui arrests involving drivers with 
hispanic surnames;

•  reduce the number of crashes involving drivers with hispanic 
surnames; 

•  increase traffic safety education efforts in general; and

•  increase total hazardous citations, including dui arrests, seat 
belt and child restraint citations.

el protector Azul is a multifaceted outreach program targeting 
the hispanic community in the south central and san pedro/
Wilmington areas of los Angeles. the program features 
education by a spanish speaking officer who promotes a 
positive image of the hispanic driver who cares for his family 
by taking responsibility for traffic safety.

•  during the first year of the program, the numbers of traffic 
crash reports involving hispanic individuals dropped from 
65% in 1994 to 29.4% in 1995.

•  during the first year of the program, dui arrests of hispanic 
motorists declined from 68% in 1994 to 48.4% in 1995.

• Alcohol-related collisions involving hispanic drivers 
decreased from 68% in 1994 to 58.2% in 1995.

•  74,551 spanish-speaking students attended 151 educational 
presentations.

•  At sobriety checkpoints stopping 21,853 vehicles, 
5,244 vehicles were detained and 195 drivers 

arrested for driving under the influence.

watch the road
in may 2004, lAdot in 
partnership with the los 
Angeles county metropolitan 
transportation Authority, southern 
california Association of 
governments (scAg), california 
highway patrol california 

department of transportation and 
others launched a traffic safety 

public education and awareness 
campaign. the “Watch the road” 

campaign is designed to reduce the 
bad behaviors of roadway users, such as 

drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians. the goal is to 
reduce crashes, which in turn reduces fatalities, injuries and 
congestion. 

over a five-year period in los Angeles county alone, more 
than 3,500 people have died in traffic crashes. there were a 
million traffic collisions during this period, and almost a half 
million people were injured. studies have shown that many of 
these crashes were preventable and probably involved one of 
ten bad behaviors:

1. Driving too fast (speeding)
2. Aggressive driving
3. Inattentive driving (e.g., cell phone)
4. Driving, cycling or running through red traffic lights
5. Driving under the influence (DUI)
6. Not yielding to pedestrians
7. Walking without looking
8. Walking outside crosswalks
9. Bicycling against traffic
10. Not buckling up

12
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the program is based on a series of messages to highlight various 
bad behaviors and make people think about what is important: 
life. The �first �two �messages �developed �were:

13
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Building on what Has  
Already Been done
utilizing the preceding baseline research, the project 
team presented this information to 12 promotoras, who 
supplemented the data with walk and bike audits, field 
observations, and individual and focus group surveys to gain 
the community’s perspective on the findings as well as traffic 
safety and mobility issues. 

following this research, the promotoras worked with the project 
team to analyze the information and develop the community 
participation methodology for sharing and disseminating the 
information. based on the community feedback, the team 
decided to adopt the Watch the road campaign, but instead of 
focusing the Westlake’s traffic safety plan and program on the 
10 bad behaviors, the team decided to focus on the behavior 
we wanted the community to model –10 good behaviors for 
roadway safety:

1. Follow the speed limit

2. Drive defensively

3. Drive attentively (no texting)

4. Respect red lights

5. Never drive drunk

6. Yield to pedestrians

7. Look before walking

8. Walk inside crosswalks

9. Bicycle with traffic

10. Buckle your seat belt – Every trip, Every time!

to successfully assemble this campaign, the following 
recommendations were suggested:

• develop a traffic safety coalition to guide the project

•  develop a community traffic safety education and awareness 
plan

• develop potential sponsorship opportunities

•  develop culturally-relevant education materials and 
implement a traffic safety campaign targeted to Westlake’s 
latino population

• evaluate the success of the campaign

the project team adopted the following evaluation program 
designed to measure changes in the campaign:

• Awareness for responsible driving, bicycling and walking

• call-to-action of target audiences

• behavior modification of target audiences

• reduction in fatal and injury crash rates

14
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While the Watch the road campaign was designed 
to reach a county-wide audience, this traffic safety 
campaign was tailored to meet the specific needs 
and issues of the Westlake community, which is 
predominately non-english speaking, latino immigrants. 
the proposed campaign understood the language 
and cultural barriers that increased the difficulty for the 
community to receive traffic safety messages and proper 
education. in this campaign, the project team worked 
with the community and used both traditional and non-

traditional communication tools to reach the target 
audience through participatory planning. the project 
team recognized the importance of actively involving 
the community in the development of the communication 
tools so that marketing messages were effective for the 
community. 

the community worked within the framework established 
by the lAdot Watch the road campaign. the following 
describes the outreach and education process developed 
for this project.

15

EDUCATION/
AWARENESS

•  heightened awareness by 
the public of their personal 
responsibilities

•  Quality and quantity of 
message

•  Ability of the consumer to 
understand and remember 
the message

CALL-TO-ACTION

•  Ability of the campaign to 
convince the target market 
to try to change their 
behavior

•  roadway users who say 
their behavior changed for 
the positive

bEHAVIOR �
MODIFICATION

•  Actual change in behavior 
such as slowing down, 
becoming more aware of 
pedestrians, looking both 
ways, stopping or yielding

PEDESTRIAN �
ACCIDENTS �AND �
CONGESTION

•  Actual and projected 
decrease in accidents and 
congestion related to the 
campaign

•  reduction in bad behavior 
in targeted area

This �traffic � �
safety �campaign � �

was �tailored �to �meet �
the �specific �needs �

and �issues �of � �
the �Westlake � �
community.
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Promotoras conducted culturally and 
linguistically-relevant public outreach 
and education to engage westlake’s 
predominately spanish-speaking 
immigrant community 
in the participatory 
planning of the 
westlake traffic safety 
Plan and Program. 
Using the Latin 
American promotora 
model that reaches 
underserved 
communities through 
peer education, CCNP 
trained 12 promotoras concerned with 
traffic safety issues to become promoters 
for roadway safety. The promotoras 
conducted targeted outreach and 
used their unique ability of engaging 
community residents who share the 
same cultural and language barriers as 
the promotoras to educate and spread 
traffic safety information and advocacy 
into their community. Multiple means 
of outreach ensured that residents from 
across the community had opportunities 
to participate meaningfully in the 
planning process, which ultimately 
involved over 100 community members. 
Some community members attended only 
one meeting, while others participated in 
multiple outreach and education activities.

outreach 

the first round of outreach activities involved individual and 
group discussions to introduce community members to the 
project. 17,500 flyers were distributed in spanish inviting 
families to learn more about the project through community 

meetings and workshops. promotoras 
distributed the flyers to pedestrians along 
key streets and intersections with a high 
incidence of traffic collisions, community-
based organizations with a long standing 
history serving spanish-speaking families, 
day labor sites, and community events. 
At these venues interested families were 
invited to sign-up for community meetings 
and workshops.

subsequent outreach activities involved 
targeted outreach to the 17,500 families 
that received flyers. promotoras called 
families to personally invite them to 

community meetings and workshops and in cases where 
families could not be reached, the promotoras hand delivered 
or mailed invitations to their homes.

education
together with the project team, the promotoras led the 
educational component, which consisted of the following 
activities: hosting community meetings, facilitating participatory 
workshops, galvanizing community support, and developing a 
media campaign and sponsorship program.

Community Meetings
37 community meetings were held in spanish. At the meetings, 
promotoras expanded on the purpose of the project, presented 
research findings, asked attendees to share their thoughts about 
traffic safety and mobility, and encouraged attendees to be part 
of the solution by working with the project team in leading the 
traffic safety plan and program for Westlake. this also included 
collecting public comments on the traffic safety messaging.

Traffic Safety Coalition
ccnp identified a core group of community leaders to serve as 
representatives in the traffic safety coalition. the traffic safety 
coalition’s primary role was to ensure that the Westlake traffic 
safety plan and program considered and represented public 
input. the traffic safety coalition also served in an advisory role 
for recommendations incorporated in the plan. 

16

 

WITHIN THE PAST 5 YEARS THERE WERE  

376 ACCIDENTS  
FROM YOUR HOME  
49 PEDESTRIANS AND  

27 BICYCLIST WERE INJURED 

Help us identify solutions and improve traffic safety for 
our families! 

WESTLAKE TRAFFIC SAFETY PLAN & 

PROGRAM 

For more information:   

Central City Neighborhood Partners (213) 482-8618 
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Community Participatory Workshops
combining the best of community organizing and participatory 
planning, the community workshops sought to empower 
Westlake residents with the skills and knowledge, technical 
staff and organization they needed to create their own plans 
for their own neighborhood. 

   the first workshop began with each 
community member introducing themselves, 
identifying neighborhood safety concerns on 
a community map and overlaying the data 
with research data to identify priority streets 
and intersections in need of safe and efficient 
traffic safety measures. 

   At the second workshop, community members 
reviewed and discussed the results from the 
first workshop. following the discussion, 
community members broke out into groups 
to visit the streets and intersections identified 
in need of traffic safety measures. At the site 
location, community members photographed 
the safety issues and upon returning from 
their field work, shared their pictures with 
the entire group, using current technology to 
immediately document their work. 

   in the third and fourth workshops,  
community members again broke out into 
working groups. using the research data  
and photographs from the previous 
workshops, community members identified 
possible solutions and developed strategies 
for improving streets and intersections at 
greatest risk of traffic collisions. A list of these 
projects and recommendations begin on the 
following page. 

17
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Bike routes
Project �Description �
improve mobility by implementing neighborhood bike lanes.

Current �Status �
currently, the city of los Angeles is getting ready to implement bike lanes along 7th street, 
spanning from catalina street to figueroa street in downtown los Angeles.

Recommendations �
expand bicycle lanes to serve the needs of local residents and meet the following three objectives: 

1) �provide safety to high school students who already ride their bikes to local schools; 

2)  connect all local schools in the neighborhood which will result in an increase number of 
student bike riders; and 

3) run along streets local residents use in the neighborhood to run their errands.
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sAFe routes to scHool
Project �Description �
implement safe routes to schools.

Current �Status �
unsafe streets and narrow sidewalks do not support safe routes to 
school for elementary, middle and high school students.

Recommendations
Apply for safe routes to school funding to support priority locations 
for implementing safe route to school measures.
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wAsHington And union
Project �Description �
improve traffic signals and reduce accidents. improve pedestrian lighting to improve safety at this 
location.

Current �Status �
An intersection is one of the most critical and most complicated elements in transportation design. it 
must consider efficiency, safety, speed, cost and vehicle capacity issues.

the street is very narrow. dAsh buses and motorist compete for space. there have been 26 traffic 
collisions at this intersection, according to lApd central traffic division. 

the community would like the city to examine pedestrian safety issues at this location. the southwest 
corner bus stop needs lighting and the tree needs to be trimmed. the community would also like the 
city to examine traffic safety issues and reduce potential vehicle conflicts.

there seems to be a lack of pedestrian lighting and potential conflicts related to left turn lane onto 
union from Washington. the combination of a lack of lighting and its close proximity to the i-110 
harbor freeway reduce visibility in the area.

Recommendations �
determine the viability of traffic signal improvements at this location that could reduce accidents as cars 
on Washington turn onto union. perhaps this location needs a left turn signal or more car space in the 
Washington left turn lane.
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temPle  And AlvArAdo
Project �Description �
pedestrian safety needs to be improved at this intersection. Alvarado is very “hilly” and many motorists do 
not slow down as they approach the intersection and often do not see any pedestrians in advance of the 
intersection.

Current �Status �
the intersection consists of two gas stations and two fast food restaurants (mcdonalds and el pollo loco). 
it is located near freeway on and off-ramps located on Alvarado. A pedestrian was killed at this location 
in november 2005.

the intersection crossing signals do not provide enough time for pedestrians to cross. in addition, cars 
taking left turns from Alvarado on to temple create a dangerous situation for pedestrians. the crosswalk 
treatments to help pedestrians cross the street have been partially destroyed by a recent resurfacing 
project. there are many driveways with varying sidewalk widths. residents would like more pedestrian 
crossing signs to remind motorist of pedestrians and international signage or is trilingual (english, spanish 
and tagalog).

Recommendations

• examine feasibility of pedestrian improvements at this intersection

• ensure adequate pedestrian circulation, safety and easy-to-cross streets

• fix crosswalk
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AlvArAdo And Beverly
Project �Description �
examine feasibility of implementing pedestrian improvements at this location. Alvarado is very “hilly” 
and motorists don’t slow down as they approach the intersection and often don’t see any pedestrians 
in advance.

Current �Status �
there is a mini-mall, medical facility and a gas station at this intersection. A pedestrian was injured 
in 1995 and two killed at this intersection, one in 2000 and one in 2010. residents would like more 
pedestrian crossing signs to remind motorists of pedestrians, and signage that is international and/or 
is trilingual (english, spanish and tagalog). 

Recommendations �
• examine feasibility of pedestrian improvements for the project area
• ensure adequate pedestrian circulation, safety and easy-to-cross streets
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AlvArAdo And glendAle
Project �Description �
examine feasibility of improving traffic flow and reducing congestion at the Alvarado and glendale 
intersection. examine pedestrian safety crossing streets.

Current �Status �
An intersection is one of the most critical and most complicated elements in transportation design. it must 
consider efficiency, safety, speed, cost and vehicle capacity issues.

there is substantial traffic congestion at this location with a long line of cars on glendale blvd. and 
Alvarado st. the intersection is very complicated due to the angle of crossing streets and intersection of 
many roads within close proximity. 

the intersection already includes many design elements to maximize the operational quality of the 
intersection. it includes many safety elements to reduce accidents and improve critical movements. 
however, the intersection still suffers from chronic traffic congestion, poor level of service and is often 
used as a regional alterative to access freeways. 

Recommendations
•  Work with lAdot and bureau of street services to see if there are additional improvements that may 

be beneficial to the community and help to reduce congestion at this intersection.
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PArk view And 7tH
Project �Description �
this is an unsafe pedestrian crossing due to signal timing issues 
for pedestrians crossing 7th street.

Current �Status �
it is difficult for pedestrians to walk across 7th street. crossing 
signal needs to be recalibrated to allow ample time for 
pedestrians to cross the street. 

the intersection also serves as a major route to schools and 
would benefit from a safe routes to school program.

Recommendations
• report crossing street issue to council office and lAdot.
• Work with lAdot to change signal timing of this location.
•  examine the possibility of implementing a safe routes to 

school program

court And B ixel
Project �Description �
install traffic calming measures to slow down vehicular traffic 
on court near bixel. increase traffic enforcement in the area.

Current �Status �
vehicles traveling southbound on court travel at excess 
speeds through the bixel intersection at spiraling orchard. 
students from betty plasencia school must walk through this 
area with cars traveling at unsafe speeds.

Recommendations
•  contact lApd and request enforcement to reduce 

speeds in the area.
•  contact lAdot to determine feasibility of potential 

traffic calming measures and pedestrian safety 
improvements. 

•  Work with council district to implement traffic safety 
measures.
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tolucA And douglAs
Project �Description �
this is a dangerous intersection that lacks sidewalks and crosswalks. located near glendale, lucas, 1st 
and 2nd streets, motorists driving northbound on 1st street travel too fast and use this auxiliary lane to 
access eastbound glendale blvd.

Current �Status �
the intersection lacks signal lights and crosswalks. northbound traffic travels through this intersection 
without any impediments from traffic signals or crosswalks. 

there are also intersection control issues for vehicles turning onto douglas or toluca at this location. 

Recommendations �
•  issue request to city council office and lAdot to conduct a traffic study at this location. the purpose of 

this study is to determine the potential traffic safety improvements that are feasible at this location.
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Hoover And venice
Project �Description �
examine the feasibility of improving traffic safety at this intersection.

Current �Status �
An intersection is one of the most critical and most complicated elements in transportation design.  
it must consider efficiency, safety, speed, cost and vehicle capacity issues.

Recommendations �

•  examine potential design elements that can improve operational quality and traffic safety at this 
intersection.

•  examine if design elements can separate conflicting vehicular movements while maintain 
operational efficiency.

•  three of the four corners are wheelchair accessible, install curb cut at fourth corner to allow for 
wheelchair accessibility at all four corners of this intersection.
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design Prototypes for Project recommendations 
following projects and recommendations, residents then held a series of workshops to explore prototype designs for improving 
specific intersections. the residents’ design workshops resulted in specific recommendations for key targeted intersections that can 
also be applied to other priority intersections.

PrototyPe intersect ion des ign #1:  AlvArAdo & 3rd
Existing �Condition �

Proposed �Improvements �
improve streets with bulb outs, curb extensions, crosswalks and advance bars
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PrototyPe intersect ion des ign #2:  Burl ington & 6tH
Existing �Condition �

Proposed �Improvements �
the residents’ second intersection design addresses providing safe passage across the wide thoroughfares that cross the 
neighborhood. residents recognized the potential for a combination of crossing islands and bulb-outs to create a much safer, more 
comfortable pedestrian experience.
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PrototyPe intersection design #3: wilsHire Blvd & PArk view
Existing �Condition �

Proposed �Improvements �
in the third prototype design, residents planned for improving the crossing experience where islands were not an option. the 
potential impact of countdown signals was widely discussed and seen as a key improvement of this intersection and many others in 
the neighborhood.
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Campaign Support
With traffic safety knowledge and priority projects identified, 
the project team was ready to raise awareness and implement 
a call-for-action to improve system changes in roadway safety. 
to assist in these efforts, the project team developed a fact 
sheet that presented research results and identified traffic 
safety opportunities to reduce traffic deaths and injuries. the 
fact sheet was used to garner campaign support from our 
local elected officials, city departments, businesses, schools, 
community-based organizations, faith-based organizations 
and individuals. community members scheduled appointments 
and met with representatives to share neighborhood safety 
challenges and asked community leaders for their support 
by taking the pledge to adopt the 10 good behaviors for 
roadway safety, helping us promote and educate others about 
the issue, and working with us to implement neighborhood 
safety priorities.

Media Outreach Plan
to create and sustain change, the community worked with 
the project team to develop a media outreach plan. the plan 
was designed to assist the community in communicating traffic 
safety issues and inspiring a call-for-action that supports safe 
and efficient traffic safety measures to protect Westlake families 
from traffic collisions through advertising; public relations; and 
social support and educational resources. 

to ensure the media plan’s effectiveness, the project team 
adopted the Watch �the �Road branding, which was already 
being used throughout the los Angeles region. by adopting the 
Watch the road branding, it brought brand recognition and 
helped us all communicate a clear consistent message region-
wide.
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Objective

Analyze and distribute traffic 
safety information

Assess street and intersection 
conditions

develop social media 
engagement concept

develop radio and television 
public service announcements

develop billboard advertising

develop sponsorship plan

develop educational material

recruit campaign partners/
supporters

Objective

educate motorist, bicyclist and 
pedestrians on safe behavior 
and laws

Lead �Agency

ccnp, promotoras and 
mk planning consultants

ccnp and promotoras

mk planning consultants

mk planning consultants

mk planning consultants

mk planning consultants

ccnp

ccnp

Lead �Agency

promotoras and ccnp 
partners

Action �Steps

collect traffic safety data

conduct walk and bike audit

design and execute facebook 
and twitter page

package and distribute public 
service announcements

solicit billboard media outlets

solicit sponsors

design educational material

identify and distribute campaign 
support information to the public

Action �Steps

distribute 14,500 flyers/
educational material and 
conduct traffic safety workshops

by �When

october 31, 2009

november 30, 2009

July 31, 2010

August 31, 2010

August 31, 2010

August 31, 2010

october 31, 2010

January 31, 2011

by �When

January 31, 2011

GOAL 1: elevAte AwAreness oF trAFFic sAFety issues

GOAL 2: imProve motorist, Bicyclist And PedestriAn BeHAvior wHen sHAring tHe roAd
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Advertising
the advertising methods the project team used 
to deliver our message were radio, television and 
billboard media outlets. 

 �Radio �Distribution �– Watch the road public service 
announcements were packaged and sent to the radio 
stations identified below. 
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STATION � DIAL � FORMAT � CITY

khWy fm 98.9 Adult contemporAry bArstoW
khyZ fm 99.5 Adult contemporAry bArstoW
kebn fm 94.3 spAnish burbAnk
krXv fm 98.1 Ac bArstoW
kbov Am 1230 chr (gold) bishop
kibs fm 100.7 ctry bishop
kbig fm 104.3 Ac burbAnk
kfi Am 640 n/t burbAnk
klAc Am 570 n/t (sports) burbAnk
kost fm 103.5 Ac (soft) burbAnk
kpWr fm 105.9 b/u burbAnk
kXfg fm 92.9 country colton
kfrg fm 95.1 ctry colton
kbrt Am 740 rel costA mesA
kiev Am 870 neWs/tAlk glendAle
kklA Am 1240 religious glendAle
kklA fm 99.5 rel glendAle
krlA Am 870 n/t glendAle
kJlh fm 102.3 Ac/b/u ingleWood
ktym Am 1460 rel/rel (gospel) ingleWood
koss fm 105.5 Adult contemporAry lAncAster
kefr fm 89.9 educAtion le grAnd
kfrn Am 1280 religious long beAch
kJAZ Am 1260 JAZZ los Angeles
klsX fm 97.1 neWs/tAlk los Angeles
kmZt fm 105.1 clAssicAl los Angeles
knob Am 540 clAssicAl los Angeles
kAvl Am 610 n/t (sports) lAncAster
kfWb Am 980 n/t (sports) los Angeles
kmpcAm 1540 eth los Angeles
knX Am 1070 n/t los Angeles
krth fm 101.1 chr (gold) los Angeles
ktWv fm 94.7 JAZZ los Angeles 

With �traffic � �
safety �knowledge �and �

priority �projects �identified, �
the �project �team �was �ready �

to �raise �awareness �and �
implement �a �call-for-action �
to �improve �system �changes �

in �roadway �safety. �
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Results
tv Access was able to confirm the following usage by area radio stations:
Stations �Reporting �Airings: �12 � broadcasts �Reported: �2,393
Average �broadcasts �Per �Station: �199 � broadcast �Audience �Impression: �22,277,600
Equivalent �Dollar �Value: �$150,759.0

Television �Distribution
Watch the road public service announcements were packaged and sent to the television stations identified in table below.
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STATION � HERTZ � CITY � STATE � MARKET � AIRINGS � AUDIENCE
krXv fm 98.1 barstow cA los Angeles 540 2808000
khyZ fm 99.5 barstow cA los Angeles 540 2538000
khWy fm 98.9 barstow cA los Angeles 100 110000
kibs fm 100.7 bishop cA los Angeles 100 50000
kbov Am 1230 bishop cA los Angeles 100 50000
kpWr fm 105.9 burbank cA los Angeles 100 10550000
kebn fm 94.3 burbank cA los Angeles 100 750000
kklA Am 1240 glendale cA los Angeles 100 20000
kAvl Am 610 lancaster cA los Angeles 300 3930000
koss fm 105.5 lancaster cA los Angeles 300 1410000
kpro Am 1570 riverside cA los Angeles 100 20000
kAJl fm 92.7 thousand oaks cA los Angeles 13 41600

Station � Channel �# � Network � City � State
time WArner cAble 57 cbl AnAheim cA
time WArner cAble (9076) 3 cbl AnAheim cA
kpXn-tv 30 ind burbAnk cA
krcA-tv 62 ind burbAnk cA
nbc4-tv 4 nbc burbAnk cA
knbc 4 nbc burbAnk cA
kAbc-tv 7 Abc glendAle cA
kcth cAble tv 27 cbl hAyWArd cA
city hunting bch, hbtv 3 3 cbl huntington beAch cA
koce-tv 50 pbs huntington beAch cA
the chAmblee foundAtion 34 cbl lAke hughes cA
long bch comm tv ch 57/65 57 cbl long beAch cA
kcop-tv 13 mytv los Angeles cA
kcls-tv 58 pbs los Angeles cA
ksci-tv 18 ind los Angeles cA
ktlA-tv 5 cW los Angeles cA
kttv-tv 11 foX los Angeles cA
norWAlk community cAble 0 cbl norWAlk cA
kdoc-tv 56 ind sAntA AnA cA
century cAble pAc 0 cbl sAntA monicA cA
city tv of sAntA monicA 0 cbl sAntA monicA cA
kcAl-tv 9 ind studio city cA
kcbs-tv 2 cbs studio city cA
totv cAtv (9131) 10 cbl thousAnd oAks cA
ch 30/time WArner cAble 30 cbl torrAnce cA
usA mediA 12 cbl truckee cA
khiZ-tv 64 ind victorville cA
Wcct tv 56 cbl WAlnut cA
time WArner cAble 8 cbl WestlAke villAge cA
kAtZ cAtv systems (9132) 0 cbl WoodlAnd hills cA
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Results
tv Access was able to confirm the following 
usage by area television stations:
ccnp Westlake “Watch the road” tv report
report start date: August, 2010
posting date: 2/15/2011
results through: 2/28/2011
 �
Stations �Reporting �Airings: �4
broadcasts �Reported: �251
Average �broadcasts �Per �Station: �63
broadcast �Audience �Impression: �30,043,837
Equivalent �Dollar �Value: �$34,136.00

billboard �Distribution
the community worked with the project team to develop the concept and creation of billboard displays based on the 
current Watch the road campaign. the billboard displays were strategically placed in key locations along corridors 
with a high incidence of traffic collisions and fatalities. 
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STATION � NAME � CH � NETWORK � CITY � STATE � MARKET � AIRINGS � AUDIENCE

knbc knbc 4 nbc burbank cA los Angeles 75 30000000
9454 kcth cAble tv 27 cbl hayward cA los Angeles 75 18750
9121 chAmblee 34 cbl lake hughes cA los Angeles 26 18525 
 foundAtion 
9132 kAtZ cAtv 0 cbl Woodland hills cA los Angeles 75 6562 
 systems  
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Public Relations 
media advisories and press releases were used to bring 
attention to our cause and highlight the community’s effort to 
develop and implement the traffic safety plan and program.

Social Support and Educational Resources 
to effectively reach the latino population, the project team 
used the strong cultural ties our promotoras have within the 
community to socially support and deliver our campaign 
message, while our community partners supported the project 
with their educational resources, which included: traffic and 
child passenger safety classes, bicycle rodeos, and traffic 
safety guides and pamphlets. through these efforts 
8,722 community members were reached. in 
addition to these efforts, the project team 
also worked with the community to 
develop concepts and then design the 
social media engagement strategies. 
390 residents provided feedback, 
which was used to deliver social 
networking messages through the 
use of twitter and facebook. 

media outreach 
results
As a result of these media outreach 
efforts, the project team galvanized 
675 community members, who pledged 
to adopt the 10 good behaviors for 
roadway safety and participate in public 
relation activities to garner campaign support.

sponsorship Plan
ccnp was able to gain sponsorships from the los Angeles (lA) 
galaxy major league soccer team by partnering with teAm 
coalition. teAm coalition is an alliance of professional and 
collegiate sports, entertainment facilities, beverage providers, 
broadcasters and governmental traffic safety experts working 
together to promote responsible and positive fan behavior at 
sports and entertainment facilities. through this partnership, 
teAm coalition created the partnership with the lA galaxy to 
promote our traffic safety campaign in the project area.
the partnership with teAm coalition allowed ccnp to further 
spread our traffic safety campaign. this made it possible for 

individuals to participate by pledging online to follow the 
top 10 good behaviors for roadway safety. teAm coalition 
was able to get more participation from community members 
by leveraging its existing responsibility has its rewards 
sweepstakes. the responsibility has its rewards sweepstakes is 
a joint campaign between the nhtsA, us dot, various state 
transportation offices, and the nbA, nhl, nfl, mls, and mlb. 
the goal of the sweepstakes is to promote traffic safety positive 
fan behavior.

partnering with the lA galaxy further strengthened the 
partnership between teAm coalition and ccnp. the lA 
galaxy provided further incentive for community members to 

pledge online and participate with teAm coalition’s 
responsibility has its rewards sweepstakes 

as well as the top 10 good behaviors 
for roadway safety. lA galaxy 

merchandise was given to community 
members who pledged and 
participated in the program. the 
grand prize winner was selected 
randomly to attend the final lA 
galaxy game of the season on 
sunday, october 24, 2010. 

the sponsorship program was 
extremely successful as over 500 

community members participated 
in the online pledge, which was 

consistent with the traffic safety 
campaign that was promoted from ccnp. 

the partnership allowed community members 
to become better engaged with the traffic safety 

campaign.

Promotional and education material
to develop details of the campaign, promotional, and 
educational material, ccnp assembled a team of twelve 
promotoras. this group of community activists worked with 
ccnp and the project team to develop the program.
the group discussed past ccnp transportation project 
activities, reviewed traffic safety information, and selected 
preferred messages to address bad behavior, specifically:

• driving to fast 
• inattentive driving

community 
members became 

better engaged with the 
traffic safety campaign 

thanks to ccnP.
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The �Promotoras �were �also �concerned �with:
• driving, cycling, and running through red traffic lights
• driving under the influence (dui) 
• not yielding to pedestrians

ccnp and its project team also recognized the need to work 
on behaviors within the community. this specifically included 
pedestrian education regarding traffic safety.

the project team knew the importance of family messages 
and spent time collecting feedback from the community on 
potential messages and themes to be used in the community to 
reduce the number of traffic delays caused by car/pedestrian 
accidents, injuries and fatalities accidents in the project 
area. the community reviewed bad behaviors and messages 
identified in the los Angeles Watch the road campaign  
and worked closely with lAdot when developing the traffic 
safety campaign. 
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After reviewing bad behavior and messages, the community 
decided to focus its efforts on specific behaviors that can be 
changed in the neighborhood. the ccnp community also 
decided to communicate with people who drove through the 
community, alerting the drivers to be more aware of the high 
number of pedestrians in the area and the importance of  
safe driving. 

based on this information regarding bad behavior, the 
community reviewed messages and selected two for use in this 
traffic safety campaign. these two messages were previously 
tested and well-received as the key message for the original 
lAdot “Watch the road” program.
 
team members then developed the traffic safety campaign.

traffic safety campaign
the ccnp methodology is based upon a community approach 
involving extensive work at the grass-roots level. the team 
utilized a methodology that brought forth the best value with 
the limited available resources by enlisting the assistance of 
a highly qualified team of experts with national experience 
on traffic safety and public service messages. A key aspect of 
the program were the specific components and messages that 
were developed using a context sensitive planning process that 
actively sought community participation. the community used 
messages from nhtsA, teAm and lAdot’s Watch the road 
and applied those tenants, principles, and themes so that all 
developed materials were culturally appropriate and sensitive 
to the community.

ccnp decided to use the identified top 10 bad behaviors in 
the Watch the road campaign as the starting point to develop 
its own traffic safety campaign specifically designed for this 
unique community.
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metHodology

The project team used the methodology 
originally designed for the LADOT Watch 
the Road Campaign. This methodology 
utilized the following industry standard 
measurement tools such as media 
impressions, frequency, reach and gross 
rating points. As part of the Watch the 
Road Campaign, LADOT developed 
an evaluation methodology 
that measured speeding, 
stopping, vehicles 
yielding to pedestrians 
and pedestrians 
looking both ways 
before crossing 
streets. 

building upon that campaign with 
assistance from lAdot, ccnp 
promotoras conducted all the traffic 
studies. A series of meetings identified 
11 intersections to evaluate. the team 
conducted a pre-evaluation and post evaluation 
to monitor changes in speed, stopping, vehicles 
yielding to pedestrians and safe pedestrian street crossing. 
these observations were completed during the Am and pm 
hours of the weekdays. the project used the data to identify 
changes in behavior. 

note that while the ccnp project team sample size is 
statistically too small to provide enough data for proper 
analysis, it does provide sufficient information for a qualitative 
assessment and allow the report to make qualitative 
conclusions. As well, keep in mind, because this was a 
community exercise there may be other unaccountable 
variables that impacted the results.

in order to make the proper qualitative assessments, the 
community members utilized lAdot criteria when making 

observations and conducting the studies. the lAdot has 
created a set of criteria and/or methodology that identifies 
speeding, stopping, and stopping at stop signs. 

Speeding
the project team worked with lAdot to identify free-flow 
sections of city streets in the study area and then monitor using 
the city of los Angeles Automated traffic surveillance and 
control (AtsAc) system. originally designed during the 1984 
olympic games, the AtsAc system has been implemented at 
3,100 of 4,300 city of los Angeles signalized intersections.

As part of the Watch the road campaign, lAdot 
monitored speeding at specific locations in the 

city of los Angeles. streets were selected 
due to their speeding issues. of the 

streets selected, half of the locations 
had average speeds more than 10 

miles per hour over the speed limit.

Stopping
the ccnp project team examined 
driver behavior at four-way stop 
signs and at right turns on red at 

traffic signals. lAdot established 
four categories of behavior. this 

includes:
• full stop (discretionary and non-

discretionary)
•  rolling (california stop under 3 miles per 

hour)
• yielding (3 miles per hour to 15 miles per hour)

• no stop (over 15 miles per hour)

Stopping at Intersections
At a signalized intersection, drivers are evaluated on whether 
they yielded to pedestrians when making a right turn on red. 
for this study, the ccnp project team used the following 
categories in evaluating stopping behaviors at traffic signals:
•  full stop (discretionary stop at/before the limit line or 

beyond the limit line)
• stopped by traffic (nondiscretionary/forced stop)
•  nearly stopped (rolling california stop under 3 miles per 

hour)
• no stop (over 3 miles per hour)
Additionally, turning on a green light has also been measured. 
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the number of drivers who yielded to pedestrians during a 
green cycle was counted.

Stopping at Stop Signs
for this study, the ccnp project team used the following 
categories in evaluating stopping behaviors at all-way stop 
signs:
•  full stop (discretionary stop at/before the limit line or 

beyond the limit line)
• stopped by traffic (nondiscretionary/forced stop)
•  nearly stopped (rolling california stop under 3 miles  

per hour)
•  no stop (3 miles per hour to 15 miles per hour)

Vehicles Yielding to Pedestrians
lAdot has also developed a methodology to analyze if 
vehicles yield to pedestrians. this is based upon a driver’s 
recognition of pedestrians crossing the street, and their 
willingness to yield right-of-way to pedestrians in a safe 
manner. results from the previous lAdot study of 10 locations 
and over 2,800 samples, indicated that vehicles yielded 
properly only 29% of the time. of the vehicles, 41% yielded 
to left-side pedestrians and only 25% yielded to right-side 
pedestrians.

ccnp conducted their study using similar 
methodology as lAdot, and they used the 
following categories:
•  safe yield (the motorist began to 

brake at a comfortable stopping 
distance)

•  late yield (the motorist had to 
perform a panic stop)

•  no yield (the motorist 
did not yield to the 
pedestrian)

Pedestrian 

Behavior
the last lAdot 
measurement 
is to analyze 
pedestrian behavior 
and determine if 
pedestrians are 
looking both ways 

before crossing the street. in its previous study, lAdot 
determined that pedestrians looked both ways 76% of the time 
and that 73% of the pedestrians stopped before entering the 
street. Just as important, 80% of the pedestrians in the vicinity 
used marked sidewalks. 

Intersections Studied
As part of this study, safety issues at following intersections 
were observed:

A 2nd St. & Toluca St. Los Angeles, CA
B 3rd St. & Columbia Ave. Los Angeles, CA 
C 6th St. & Lake St. Los Angeles, CA 
D 6th St. & Grand View St. Los Angeles, CA
E 3rd St. & Lucas Ave. Los Angeles, CA 
F 7th St. & Alvarado St. Los Angeles, CA
G 7th St. & Union Ave. Los Angeles, CA
H 2nd St. & Witmer St. Los Angeles, CA
I Loma Dr. & Crown Hill Ave. Los Angeles, CA
J Union Ave. & Court St. Los Angeles, CA
K Valencia St. & Connecticut St. Los Angeles, CA
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mAP A: 
2nd And tolucA st. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
At the 2nd st. and toluca street intersection, the ccnp team 
noted that drivers consistently yielded late when pedestrians 
would cross the intersection. the reason for this is unknown, 
however, the signage at this intersection was observed to 
be non user-friendly. As can be seen in the pictures taken at 
the intersection, there is no signal to stop the automobiles 
but a yield and crossing sign. Also, due to bridge/over-
pass abutting this intersection, street-sign post could be a 
distraction to drivers who tend to see past the crossing hence 
yielding late.

the belmont station apartments, which is located adjacent to 
the crossing has one of its garage exit onto 2nd street. drivers 
exiting the parking garage and heading west may have a 
more difficult time seeing the pedestrians waiting to cross, or 
are crossing. Also, some signs were obstructed from view due 
to landscaping on 2nd street. it was observed that, vehicles 
heading west on 2nd street typically had higher speeds 
and the visual obstructions blocking the signs increased the 
dangers for pedestrians crossing the intersection. 

the crossing by itself had several problems. physical design 
elements like ramps that provide easily accessible for 
handicap, elderly, and baby strollers were missing. due to the 
existing road configuration around this intersection, there are 
several other pedestrian crossings adjacent to 2nd st./toluca 
st. the signs at these intersections were observed to be poorly 
marked. 

these observations led the ccnp team to express concern 
about pedestrian safety at this intersection.

mAP B : 
3rd st.  And columBiA Ave. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
the ccnp team observed that cars often times did not yield 
for pedestrians during increased traffic at this intersection. 
An interesting observation to be noted is yielding of drivers 
for pedestrians was gender-biased. When women or mothers 
crossed, vehicles often yielded for them, where as, that was not 
the case with men. 

the intersection at 3rd and columbia is a very confusing one, 
as crown hill Ave also intersects at this junction. due to the 
proximity between these two intersections, the safety issue 
cannot be assessed in isolation. 3rd street east of columbia 
Avenue has no stripes to indicate crossing and doesn’t have 
a signal either. due to the confusing striping, both pedestrians 
and drivers tend to accelerate through the intersection, either to 
reach the crossing on 3rd street, or to cross crown hill Avenue 
and continue west on 3rd street. there is also a lack of signage 
at this intersection to help with wayfinding or alert drivers to the 
pedestrians that maybe crossing. Although, there is a pedestrian 
sign located on crow hill for those heading south onto 3rd 
street, the sign is obstructed due to on street landscaping. 
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mAP c: 
6tH st.  And lAke st. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
6th and lake is located to the west of the busy intersection of 
6th and Alvarado. the crossing does not have many physical 
obstructions, but due to the high level of pedestrian activity 
and parking located west of lake, drivers often times have to 
drive past the pedestrian crossing lane in order to be able to 
make a right or left turn. there is no signal at this intersection. 
drivers if focused on turning right, may not pay attention to 
the pedestrians heading west on 6th as they cross lake street. 
the primary age of the pedestrians crossing lake street were 
observed to be older in age and required more time to cross. 
in addition, the high pedestrian traffic located just east of this 
intersection at 6th and Alvarado, spills onto 6th and lake 
street. this leads to longer wait time for drivers and impatient 
drivers not paying attention to older residents crossing the 
intersection. 

mAP d: 
6tH st.  And grAnd view st. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
the intersection of 6th and grand view st. has a flashing 
pedestrian crossing that leads directly into the mcArthur park 
community center. this is a major recreational area for children 
and teenagers alike. there are a couple of schools located 
around this intersection along with bus stop for metro local 
bus lines 18 and 603. located to the north of this crossing is 
st. nicholas elementary and preschool and to the east of the 
crossing is mccallister high school. Accessing either the high 
school or the bus stop requires pedestrians to cross the flashing 
pedestrian crossing located at 6th and grand view st. for the 
most part, except during increased traffic periods, most cars 
yielded for pedestrians as they crossed the intersection. 
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mAP e : 
3rd st.  And lucAs Ave. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
the intersection of 3rd street and lucas Avenue is a 
signalized intersection that serves two schools – the miguel 
contreras learning complex school and evelyn thurman 
gratts elementary school. the ccnp team noted that vehicles 
often yielded for pedestrians especially when cars would 
turn right on greens. drivers often times practiced safe habits 
and looked both directions before attempting to complete 
the turn. children can be seen crossing this intersection at 
nearly all times of day. due to the location of the intersection 
all the sidewalks located near the miguel contreras learning 
complex has been significantly upgraded and can support 
large pedestrian crowds. the sidewalks serving the evelyn 
thurman gratts elementary school do not have the same 
upgraded sidewalks, but have four large lane crossings. 

safety concerns for the area stem from the signals used by the 
students utilizing the amenities located at miguel contreras 
learning complex school. it was observed that the signals 
for the pedestrian crossings were not always responsive, and 
took a long time to turn green. secondly, due to the fancy 
rails and amenities located on the miguel contreras learning 
complex school, children using skateboards and bmX bikes 
crowd the area to use it as a recreational area. sometimes 
the students or their skateboard or bmX bike get dangerously 
close to the street, or they actually enter the intersection. 
drivers heading east on 3rd street and making a right onto 
lucas Avenue have a high chance of hitting the student who 
may have accidently crossed into the intersection.

mAP F : 
7tH st.  And AlvArAdo st. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
7th st. and Alvarado st. is a signalized intersection that is 
located just south of the Westlake mcArthur park metro redline 
station. being a large signalized intersection, cars typically 
yielded to pedestrians crossing this major intersection. the 7th 
and Alvarado street intersection has many pedestrian attractions 
including shopping areas, eating establishments, park, etc. 
some of those attractions include langers, mcArthur park, 
Westlake/macArthur park redline station and rows of local 
shops located on 7th street and south on Alvarado. 

this intersection experiences increased pedestrian density and 
activity. to take advantage of the foot-traffic, many of the local 
businesses try to advertise their products by putting up sign 
boards on the side-walks. this kind of advertising can sometimes 
obscure the visibility of pedestrians, especially for drivers making 
right turns at this intersection. loitering at the park, camped 
out residents, street-vendors, etc serve as a magnate to a lot 
of stop-and-go pedestrian traffic. this creates temporary bottle-
necks on the sidewalks, preventing a free-flow movement for the 
pedestrians. pedestrians seem to be navigating around obstacles 
in order to get to their destinations, or trying to transfer to bus/
rails, who are sometimes seen stepping out on to the streets. 
pedestrian crossing to the west of 7th street, was observed to be 
striped but with no flashing indicators. pedestrians who chose to 
cross 7th street in order to reach mcArthur park or the mcArthur 
park primary center face a 5 lane street that fails to meet AdA 
standards. 
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mAP g: 
7tH st.  And union Ave. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
7th street and union is also a signalized intersection where 
vehicles were observed to typically stop when the traffic 
signal changes. one of the largest safety issue as reported 
by the local business owners was bicyclists’ safety. the owner 
of the little caesar pizza and la dolce vita café claim that 
cyclists are often times at risk of getting hit as they bike on the 
sidewalks, and the cars turning onto union do not always pay 
attention to the bicyclists coming from the sidewalks. 

the sidewalk on the northern end of this intersection 
appears to be extra wide and can accommodate bicyclists 
and pedestrians. however, parked cars on 7th street can 
obscure views and create a traffic hazard for bicyclist and 
pedestrians.

both the business owners indicated that the high number of 
accidents were caused by vehicles making left turns, and 
that the added influx of pedestrians and bicyclist who try to 
quickly cross the intersection have sometimes led to vehicle 
collisions and/or pedestrian accidents. 

this area also serves many senior and handicap pedestrians 
who require more time to cross, especially if pavements are 
not ideal for those who have difficulty walking on uneven 
surfaces. the pedestrian crossings at this intersection are in 
poor condition and were observed to increase the crossing 
time for senior and handicapped pedestrians. 
 

mAP H: 
2nd st.  And witmer st. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
the 2nd street and Witmer street intersection is a stop sign 
intersection that suffers from lack of visibility. the stop sign for 
those heading east on 2nd street suffers from poor visibility 
due to tree branches covering its visibility. As well, there is 
no sidewalk located on the northern end of 2nd street as it 
approaches the intersection, which causes pedestrians to either 
walk on street, underneath the shade of several trees, further 
decreasing the pedestrian’s visibility to vehicles traveling in the 
same direction. 

ccnp team observed cars often times yielded at the stop sign 
at this intersection. still, there were a large number of vehicles 
that rolled through the stops, which increases the need for 
pedestrians to look both ways when crossing at crosswalks.
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mAP i : 
lomA dr. And crown Hill Ave. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
the crossing at loma dr. and crown hill Ave. is a four way 
stop sign intersection. the intersection is used to access 
belmont high school and para los ninos pre-school. similar 
to other stop sign intersections, drivers often yielded to 
pedestrians as they crossed.

this particular intersection does not have striped cross walks 
and the condition of the roads is very poor. the sidewalks 
also appeared to be in a very poor condition as well. tree 
roots have caused massive damage to the sidewalks leading 
to uneven surfaces and making it very difficult for the elderly 
and handicap usage. it was also noted that vehicles parked 
along the street blocked ramp access for the pedestrians in 
need, making it difficult to cross the street. 

mAP J : 
union Ave.  And court st. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
the intersection located at union Avenue and court street is a 
four-way stop sign intersection. this intersection serves primarily 
students and residents who cross and access our lady of loretto 
elementary school and the various churches located near the 
intersection. 

the ccnp team observed that drivers typically yielded 
for pedestrians, but not necessarily in time to stop before 
the crosswalk. the crossings were observed to be poorly 
maintained, as well. the crosswalks have plenty of potholes that 
increase the difficulty for handicap or elderly pedestrians when 
crossing. 

on the northern end of union Ave, the sidewalks are covered 
with construction material, which minimizes the overall width 
of the sidewalk. the materials located on union Avenue 
do not seem to serve any on-going construction around this 
intersection. finally, there is a lack of signage on union Avenue 
to adequately inform drivers that they are approaching a school 
zone and pedestrian crossing. heading west on court street, 
there is one pedestrian crossing sign, that has a minor visibility 
obstruction from the landscaping found on court street.
 



results
Complete �Stop �Study

LADOT �Study

before �Campaign

After �Traffic �Safety �Campaign

generally, most vehicles surveyed in the los Angeles 
department of transportation (lAdot) Watch the road study 
area stopped or nearly stopped at a stop sign. however, 
there is a substantial percentage of vehicles in the ccnp 
area that did not stop at a stop sign (21% to 25%). this 
may indicate that there needs to be more education and 
enforcement in the study area to change behavior on a 
permanent basis.
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mAP k: 
vAlenciA st. And connecticut st. 
los Angeles ,  cA
Analysis �
the valencia and connecticut street intersection along 
with the intersection at olympic and valencia street offers 
access to the tenth street elementary school. the ccnp 
team observed that vehicles typically stopped for pedestrian 
crossings at this intersection. the intersection located at 
olympic and valencia street is a signalized intersection and 
the vehicles seemed to typically obey traffic lights. 

the pedestrian safety concern for the area is the lack of 
accurate signage informing drivers to be more cautious due 
to the school’s location. on valencia, south of olympic there 
are no school zone signs, pedestrian crossing, or other signs 
indicating that children will be crossing the street. the school 
has multiple entrances and crossings, that drivers should be 
notified when driving down the street. Also, signs indicating 
speed limits around a school are located past valencia street 
to the west. this is a safety issue as it doesn’t notify drivers 
heading west in adequate warning, that children will be 
crossing. instead, the signs that are located to the west past 
valencia appears to serve loyola law school instead of tenth 
street elementary. finally, drivers north of olympic driving 
south on valencia will find a pedestrian crossing sign that is 
angled away from drivers line of view. this appears to limit 
the visibility of the sign. Also, driver behavior in the area 
needs to improve, as vehicles tend to park at all locations in 
the neighborhood. 
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results
Vehicle �Right �Turn �on �Red

LADOT �Study

before �Campaign

After �Traffic �Safety �Campaign

As with the stop signs, generally, most vehicles surveyed in 
the los Angeles department of transportation (lAdot) Watch 
the road study area stopped or nearly stopped before turning 
right. however, there is a substantial percentage of vehicles in 
the ccnp area that did not stop at a stop sign (16% to 19%). 
this again may indicate that there needs to be more education 
and enforcement in the study area to change behavior on a 
permanent basis.
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results
Complete �Stop �Study

LADOT �Study

before �Campaign

After �Traffic �Safety �Campaign

generally, most vehicles surveyed in the los Angeles 
department of transportation (lAdot) Watch the road study 
area stopped or nearly stopped at a stop sign. however, 
there is a substantial percentage of vehicles in the ccnp 
area that did not stop at a stop sign (21% to 25%). this 
may indicate that there needs to be more education and 
enforcement in the study area to change behavior on a 
permanent basis.



results
Yield �to �Pedestrian �behavior

Prior �LADOT �Study

before �Campaign

After �Traffic �Safety �Campaign

in the ccnp study area, vehicles seemed more likely to stop for 
pedestrians (25% to 27% no yield in the ccnp area compared 
to 48% no yield for the city of los Angeles). this is the only 
behavior studied that demonstrated “safer” conditions in the 
ccnp study area. this may be related to the high number of 
pedestrians in the project area create more awareness among 
drivers and a greater willingness to yield to pedestrians.

results
Pedestrian �behavior

Prior �LADOT �Study

before �Campaign

After �Traffic �Safety �Campaign

regarding pedestrian behavior, most of the city of los 
Angeles will look left, right or in both directions. in the ccnp 
study area, a much higher percentage of pedestrians did not 
look left, right or in both directions before crossing the street. 
this may indicate that there needs to be more education and 
enforcement in the study area to change pedestrian behavior 
on a permanent basis. 
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recommendations and lessons learned
After assessing the qualitative data, the ccnp 
team emerged with some lessons learned regarding 
the safety of the eleven intersections that were 
observed. the following are the lessons learned:

1.  further campaigns can further examine issues related to 
how drivers respond differently to pedestrians trying to 
cross based on gender, time of day, and age.

2.  future campaigns should use a timeline that aligns with 
the community calendar so that the messaging 
and marketing can be most effective.

3.  changing behavior is a long 
term process that requires 
an understanding of 
message development, 
communication tools, 
media, sponsorship, 
community and then 
education/awareness, 
an effective call-to-
action, before finally 
resulting in possible 
behavior change. 

4.  securing community 
and corporate sponsors 
is a long term process that 
can be very effective. it must 
include both local and regional 
partners.

5.  creating an effective traffic safety 
evaluation program is a balancing act between 
transportation data, behavioral analysis, and community 
needs.

6.  traffic safety is a long term commitment. the present 
study provides a great baseline for creation of a more 
comprehensive traffic safety plan for the community and to 
seek future funding and partnership opportunities.

Drivers respond differently to pedestrians who 
try to cross based on gender, time of day, and age. 
An early finding of the study is that drivers respond differently 
to pedestrians based on gender. While training for this project, 
drivers stopped to let a female volunteer cross bixel street (ten 
out of ten case studies) compared to not stopping for a male 
volunteer as he tried to cross the street (zero out of ten case 
studies). the ccnp team consistently observed drivers yielding 
to females as compared to males. the project team found no 
study that thoroughly examines this behavior. future traffic 

safety campaigns should consider:

•  drivers are more aggressive during 
peak commute hours (Am and pm) 

travel hours.

• pedestrians in the ccnp 
project area try to cross active 
intersections for a variety of 
reasons. future campaigns 
can focus on locations and 
times with high activity. this 
can be related to activities 
at schools, faith based 
organizations, businesses 

and community based 
organizations.

• drivers react differently to the 
gender and age of the pedestrians 

who are trying to cross.

future campaigns can incorporate these 
findings and should further explore these 

relationships between pedestrian safety and driver/pedestrian 
behavior. doing so should allow the creation of a more 
targeted campaign that may be more effective at sharing its 
message to promote pedestrian safety. 

All campaigns must consider  
the community calendar. 
While implementing the traffic safety campaign, ccnp team 
members recognized the vast number of events that occur 
within the community on a monthly basis. these events attract 
different residents and crowds that the traffic safety campaign 
is trying to target. in order to maximize exposure of the 
campaign and create better synergy with the community and 
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incorporate planned events, the traffic safety campaign should 
work with the community to ensure traffic safety education 
and awareness at community events. the community calendar 
and these events are an effective message outlet for traffic 
safety and transportation information and will help to create 
momentum for future campaigns. 

Causing behavior change is  
a long term process. 
the ccnp traffic safety campaign occurred over a relatively 
short time frame. it lasted for a span of seven months, 
beginning on July, 2010 and ending in february, 2011. 
changing behavior is a long term process that requires an 
understanding of message development, communication tools, 
media and the community. cultivating and creating sponsors 
and partners enhances these campaigns. behavior change will 
require a long term commitment that stresses education and 
awareness. the education and awareness message must be an 
effective call-to-action before it results in behavior change.

the traffic safety campaign can use a broad or specific 
message that highlights the needs of the community and 
actively addresses their needs in a manner that benefits both 
the audience and the mission of the campaign. 

Securing community and corporate 
partnerships is a long term process and must 
include both local and regional partners. 
the ccnp traffic safety campaign sought sponsorships that 
would enhance the program and provide either additional 
resources or marketing opportunities. the project team was 
able to secure local and regional corporate sponsors for 
the program such as the teAm coalition and the los 
Angeles galaxy. the project team secured support 
from local partners and other community 
organizations.

this initial effort to secure community 
and corporate partners resulted in 
a total sponsorship valuation of 
$36,250. the program could have 
been even more effective if the 
campaign would have included 
regional and long term benefits 
for its partners. 

Creating effective traffic safety evaluation 
program is a balancing act between 
transportation data, behavioral analysis,  
and community needs. 
evaluating an effective traffic safety program is a balancing act 
that requires careful analysis of transportation data, surveys 
and community needs, goals and objectives. each community 
is unique and requires development of a traffic safety program 
to meet specific goals and objectives.

the traffic safety evaluation program developed for this project 
is built upon previous efforts of the los Angeles department 
of transportation and the Watch the road program. the most 
effective evaluation programs have extensive qualitative and 
quantitative analysis tools that can measure the call-to-
action and change in behavior. many times the campaign 
requires analytical skills based upon field observations to 
assess traffic safety issues. An effective evaluation program 
should also consider the community perspective, analyzing 
the effectiveness of a campaign based upon their goals and 
objectives.

Traffic safety is a long term commitment. 
improving traffic safety cannot happen overnight. it requires a 
long term commitment to bring in education, engineering and 
enforcement to effectively change behavior in a community. the 
present study provides a great baseline for creation of a more 
comprehensive traffic safety plan for the community and to seek 
future funding and partnership opportunities.
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Funding sources
A variety of federal, state and local sources can provide 
funding for the recommended projects and programs identified 
in the Westlake traffic safety plan and program. staff will 
need to apply for these grants. the table on page 50 provides 
additional information about the following funding sources:

Federal
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Program
safe routes to school (srts) aims to encourage children in 
grades kindergarten through eighth (k-8) to walk and bike to 
school. consistent with other federal aid programs, 
individual state departments of transportation 
(dot) are responsible for the development 
and implementation of grant funds. the 
federal srts program is separate 
from the state funded safe routes 
to school program, described 
later in the document. some of 
the expected outcomes of the 
program include:

•  improved bicycle, pedestrian 
and traffic safety around 
schools

•  increased numbers of children 
walking and bicycling to and 
from schools

•  decreased traffic congestion around 
schools

• reduced childhood obesity

•  improved air quality, community safety and security, and 
community involvement

•  improved partnerships among schools, local agencies, 
parents, community groups, and non-profit organizations

A minimum of 70 percent of each year’s apportionment is 
available for infrastructure projects with up to 30 percent for 
non-infrastructure projects.

Infrastructure Projects
infrastructure projects are engineering projects or capital 
improvements that improve safety and the ability of students to 
walk and bicycle to school. they typically involve the planning, 
design, and construction of facilities within a two-mile radius 

of a grade school or middle school. the maximum funding 
cap for an infrastructure project is $1 million. california 
department of transportation (caltrans) does not set minimum 
caps. the project cost estimate may include eligible direct 
and indirect costs. direct costs include the cost of construction 
materials. indirect costs may include salaried employees or 
staff time allotted to the project. infrastructure projects should 
directly support increased safety and convenience for k-8 
children to walk and bicycle to school, including children with 
disabilities.

Eligible �projects �include: �

• bicycle projects such as new bicycle paths, racks, 
bicycle lane striping and widening, new 

sidewalks, widened sidewalks, sidewalk gap 
closures, curbs, gutters, and curb ramps;

• pedestrian projects such as new 
trails, paths, and pedestrian over 
and under crossings, roundabouts, 
bulb-outs, speed bumps, raised 
intersections, median refuges, 
narrowed traffic lanes, lane 
reductions, half or half street 
closures and other speed 
reduction techniques;

• traffic control devises such as 
a new or upgraded traffic signals, 

crosswalks, pavement markings, 
traffic signs, traffic stripes, in roadway 

crosswalk lights, flashing beacons, bicycle-
sensitive signal actuation devises, pedestrian 

countdown signals, vehicle speed feedback signs, and 
pedestrian activated upgrades.

Non-Infrastructure Projects
non-infrastructure projects are education/encouragement/
enforcement activities intended to change community behavior, 
attitudes, and social norms to make it safer for children in 
grades k-8 to walk and bicycle to school. non-infrastructure 
projects should increase the likelihood of programs becoming 
institutionalized once in place. the application for a non-
infrastructure project must be clearly state the deliverables 
and the final invoice or progress report must attach tangible 
samples, e.g., sample training materials and promotional 
brochures. the funding cap for a non-infrastructure project is 
$500,000. multi-year funding allows the applicant to staff up 

A variety of federal, 
state and local sources 

can provide funding for the 
recommended projects and 
programs identified in the 

Westlake �Traffic �Safety �
Plan �and �Program.
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and deliver their project over the course of 
four (4) years, thereby reducing overhead 
and increasing project sustainability.

Non-infrastructure �projects �must �fall �
into �one �or �more �of �the �following �
categories:

•  Education – teaching children about 
the broad range of transportation choices, 
instructing them in important lifelong bicycling 
and walking safety skills, and launching driver 
safety campaigns near schools;

•  Enforcement – partnering with local law enforcement 
to ensure traffic laws compliance near schools (this 
includes enforcement speeds, yielding to pedestrians in 
crossings, and proper walking and bicycling behaviors), 
and initiating community enforcement such as crossing 
guard programs or pedestrian right-of-way string 
programs;

•  Encouragement – using events and activities to promote 
walking and bicycling;

•  Evaluation – monitoring and documenting outcomes and 
trends by collecting data before and after intervention(s);

•  Engineering – creating improvements near schools to 
reduce speeds, alleviate conflicts with motor vehicle traffic, 
establish safer and fully accessible crossings, and provide 
walkways, trails and bikeways.

Note: While typical non-infrastructure projects fall under one 
or more of the top four e’s listed above, some non-infrastructure 
activities may involve design. for that reason, engineering is 
included as the fifth e above.

eligible projects may target a single local school or school 
district, or an entire state. the most effective non-infrastructure 
activities occur within the framework of a community coalition. 
thus the plan strongly supports establishing a srts community 
coalition. A community coalition begins by convening 
community stakeholders at a walkable/bikeable community 
workshop. the coalition works to pursue concrete steps 
to make the community more walkable and bikeable. the 
workshop serves as the impetus to bring together key partners, 
including schools, elected officials, local government, parks 
and recreation, law enforcement, emergency services, public 
health, business owners, residents, advocacy groups and other 
organizations. participants in the community coalition design 
and implement a plan that incorporates the five es.

state of california
Bicycle Transportation Account-State
the state of california bicycle transportation Account (btA) is 
an annual statewide discretionary program that funds bicycle 
projects through the caltrans bicycle facilities unit. Available 
as grants to local jurisdictions, the program emphasizes 
projects that benefit bicycling for community purposes. As of 
2009, the btA makes $7.2 million available each year. the 
local match is a minimum of 10% of the total project cost.

bTA �projects �intend �to �improve �safety �and �
convenience �for �bicycle �commuters �and �can �include:
• new bikeways serving major transportation corridors
•  new bikeways removing travel barriers to potential bicycle 

commuters
•  secure bicycle parking at employment centers, park-and-

ride lots, rail and transit terminals
• bicycle-carrying facilities on public transit vehicles
•  installation of traffic control devices to improve the safety 

and efficiency of bicycle travel
• elimination of hazardous conditions on exiting bikeways
• planning
• improvement and maintenance of bikeways

Eligible �project �activities �include:
• project planning
• preliminary engineering
• final design
• right of way acquisition
• construction and/or rehabilitation
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Office of Traffic Safety (OTS) Grant
office of traffic safety grants (ots) fund safety programs 
and equipment. bicycle and pedestrian safety is a specifically 
identified priority. this category of grants includes enforcement 
and education programs, which can encompass a wide range 
of activities, including bicycle helmet distribution, design and 
printing of billboards and bus posters, other public information 
materials, development of safety components as part of 
physical education curriculum or police safety demonstrations 
through school visitations.

the grant cycle typically begins with a request for 
proposal in october due the following January.

Safe Routes to School (SR2S) 
Program
the state-legislated safe routes to 
school (sr2s) program began in 
1999. since then, seven funding 
cycles have been completed. the 
state typically announces the list 
of awarded projects in the fall.

Although both the federal and 
state have similar goals and 
objectives, they have different 
funding sources, local funding match 
requirements and other program 
requirements (see previous section). 

the sr2s program aims to reduce injuries and 
fatalities to school children and to encourage increased 
walking and bicycling among students. the program achieves 
these goals by constructing facilities that enhance safety 
for students in grades k-12 who walk or bicycle to school. 
enhancing the safety of the pathways, trails, sidewalks and 
crossings also attracts and encourages other students to walk 
and bicycle.

the sr2s program is primarily a construction program. 
construction improvements must occur on public property. 
improvements can occur on public school grounds providing 
the cost is incidental to the overall project cost. statewide, 
the program typically provides approximately $25 million 
annually. the maximum reimbursement percentage for any 
sr2s project is ninety percent. the maximum amount that sr2s 
funds to any single project is $900,000.

eligible project elements include bicycle facilities, traffic 
control devises and traffic calming measures up to ten percent 
of project funding can go toward outreach, education, 
encouragement and/or enforcement activities. 

regional
Metro Call for Projects (CFP)
metro is responsible for allocating discretionary federal, 
state and local transportation funds to improve all modes of 
surface transportation. metro also prepares the los Angeles 

county transportation improvement program (tip). A 
key component of tip is the cfp program, a 

competitive process that distributes the 
discretionary capital transportation funds 

to regionally significant projects.

every other year (pending funding 
availability), metro accepts cfp 
applications in several modal 
categories. the metro long range 
transportation plan determines 
funding levels based on mode 
share. As of the writing of this 

plan, the call is currently on 
an odd-year funding cycle with 

applications typically due in the odd 
years (next anticipated call is in 2013). 

local jurisdictions, transit operators 
other eligible public agencies may submit 

applications proposing projects for funding. metro 
staff ranks eligible projects and presents preliminary 

scores to metro’s technical Advisory committee, comprised of 
members of public agencies, and the metro board of directors 
for approval. upon approval, scAg updates and formally 
transmits the tip to the scAg and the california transportation 
commission. the tip becomes part of the five-year program of 
projects scheduled for implementation in los Angeles county.

the modal categories relevant to the implementation of 
bicycle projects and programs are bikeway improvements, 
regional surface transportation improvements, transportation 
enhancement Activation, and transportation demand 
management. typically funding provided for bicycle 
improvements include the deferral transportation fund. 
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Private and non-Profit
Bikes Belong Coalition, Ltd.
the American bicycle industry sponsors the bikes belong 
coalition, which encourages people to ride bicycles throughout 
the united states. the coalition administers grants up to 
$10,000 to develop bicycle facilities through he federal 
transportation Act.

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF)
the rWJf funds aim to improve health and health care in 
the united states. rWJf funds approximately 12 percent of 
unsolicited projects with grant funds ranging from $2,000 to 
$14 million. bicycle and pedestrian projects applying for rWJf 
funds qualify under the program’s goal to “promote healthy 
communities and lifestyles.”
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Funding sources

reFerences

* metro call for projects funding levels may vary greatly from cycle to cycle.  Approved funding from the 2007 cfp provided the 
basis for this table’s annual estimates.

1    los Angeles department of city planning, demographic research unit, census 2000 by community plan Area.  Available at:  http://cityplanning.lacity.org/dru/c2k/

c2kpfl.cfm?geo=cp&loc=Wlk
2   los Angeles police department, central traffic division, compstAt, Available at: http://www.lapdonline.org/central_traffic
3   los Angeles police department, central traffic division, traffic collision information, Available at:  http://www.lapdonline.org/central_traffic
4   los Angeles police department, central traffic division, top 5 primary collision factors in the central bureau, Available at:  http://www.lapdonline.org/central_traffic
5   los Angeles police department, central traffic division, central bureau fatals, Available at: http://www.lapdonline.org/central_traffic 

Due  
Date

April 

December

January 

June or July

Odd # yrs

Odd # yrs

 
Odd # yrs

 
Odd # yrs

 
Odd # yrs

 
Ongoing

Fund 
Source(s)

Caltrans  

Caltrans

Office of  
Traffic Safety

Caltrans

Metro

Metro

 
Metro

 
CMAQ

SLPP; TEA; 
CMAQ,RSTP

Private 
Donors

Annual 
Funding 
(Approx.)

$48.5 million 
(Nationally)

$7.2 million

$56 million

$18 million

$17.5 million

$110 million

 
$6.5 million

 
$3.5 million

$20 million

N/A

Matching 
Requirement

–– 

Min. 10% 
local match on 
construction

––

 
10% min

20% local match 

35% local match

 
20% local match

 
20% local match

20% local match

N/A

Comments 

Infrastructure improvements must be within 
2 miles of elementary or middle school

State-funded.  Projects that improve safety 
and convenience of bicycle commuters.

Bicycle and pedestrian projects have been 
funded through this program

Primarily construction program to enhance 
safety of pedestrian and bicycle facilities

Refer to last Call for Projects Application 
Projects for eligibility requirements

Refer to last Call for Projects Application 
Projects for eligibility requirements

Refer to last Call for Projects Application 
Projects for eligibility requirements

Refer to last Call for Projects Application 
Projects for eligibility requirements

Refer to last Call for Projects Application 
Projects for eligibility requirements

Community and corporate sponsorships

Commute

X 

X

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X   

X

Recreation

X

 

X

 

X

Safety/Ed

X 

X

X 

X

X

X

Grant  
Agency

SRTS  
(Federal) 

Bicycle 
Transportation 
Account

Office of Traffic 
Safety Grants

SR2S (State)

Metro Call:  
Bikeway 
Improvements

Metro Call: RSTI

 
Metro Call:  TEA

 
Metro Call:  TDM

Metro Call: 
Pedestrian 
Improvement

Private Funding 
Sources

Eligible Bikeaway
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